
* *  ADVISEMENT  * *
Read instructions completely prior to
starting installation. All InDash Mounts
are designed so that after installation, phone
is facing normal driver position for left-
hand drive vehicles. This mount is not
designed to be used in foreign countries
with right-hand drive vehicles. Use extreme
care when working around the plastic
components on the dash.  Excess force, can
cause breakage of  the plastic components.
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MOUNTING LOCATION:
Right side of radio J R
TOOLS REQUIRED:
Dash Tool
flat screwdriver or similar
Phillips Screwdriver
HARDWARE INCLUDED:
None

 PART#: 75103-902
 MFG: BMW

 MODELS & YEARS:
Z4 2003-2008

STEP #1: With Dash tool and flat screwdriver brgin to remove the air vent assembly
Insert flat screwdriver int the inside top of the air vents square holes, one on each
side 65mm from the edges and pry down the Metal springs to release. At the same
time pry out that side of the ari vent assemebly at the top above the clip. Repeat on
the other side. Remove the air vent assembly carefully.

STEP #2: With Phillips screwdriver remove the (4) exposed screws, (2) at top of air
vent cavity, and (2) that hold the radio in place. Pull out the radio enought to get
under it with a screwdriver to remove the (2) screws at the bottom of the radio
cavity.

STEP #3: With dash tool or your hands release the large bezel that surrounds the
radio, etc, just enough to get the Indash by PanaVise Mount under the lower left
edge of the bezel. Move the mount up to the lower left radio cavity screw with the
left side 1/2 round to fit under the screw flange. Tighten the screw

STEP #4: Replace the large bezel, screws, and radio screws. Replace the air vent

Mount in place showing location
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